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(57) ABSTRACT 

A medium acceSS control method is provided in which a 
control Station 11 transmits one specific frame to terminal 
Stations 21 through 2n, thereby arranging a Schedule of a 
data transmission time of the control Station 11 and each of 
the terminal Stations 21 through 2n and allowing a time Zone 
unused by a Station for data transmission to be allocated to 
another Station. The control Station 11 transmits a Schedule 
frame having defined therein a time occupied by each of the 
terminal Stations 21 through 2n, thereby reducing overhead. 
Also, the completion of the preceding communication per 
formed by another station is detected, thereby effectively 
using an idle time of a medium and improving transmission 
efficiency. 
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MEDIUM ACCESS CONTROL METHOD AND 
SYSTEM 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0001) 1. Field of the Invention 
0002 The present invention relates to medium access 
control methods and Systems. More Specifically, the present 
invention relates to a medium acceSS control method to be 
used in a network System including a plurality of terminals 
accessing each other for allowing a specific terminal (control 
Station) to control access of all of the other terminals 
(terminal Stations) in a time division manner, and a medium 
access control System using the method. 
0.003 2. Description of the Background Art 
0004. In order to achieve a communication network sys 
tem including a control Station for controlling access to a 
network and terminal Stations for accessing the network 
under the control of the control Station, various wireleSS 
LAN Systems have been put into practical use. Examples of 
widely-available wireless LAN systems include those com 
plying with the IEEE802.11b standard using the 2.4 GHz 
band and those complying with the IEEE802.11a standard 
using the 5 GHz band. Furthermore, the IEEE802.11e stan 
dard, which includes the concept of Quality of Service 
(QoS), has been under planning. 
0005 Wireless LANs complying with the IEEE802.11 
Series define a media access Scheme called Point Coordina 
tion Function (PCF), which is one of medium access 
Schemes. In this Scheme, a control Station called AcceSS 
Point (AP) transmits a polling frame to a terminal Station 
called Station (STA), thereby allowing the terminal station 
to perform transmission. In detail, refer to IEEE Std 802.11, 
“Wireless LAN Medium Access Control (MAC) and Physi 
cal Layer (PHY) specifications.” 
0006 FIG. 24 depicts one example of a wireless LAN 
network including one access point AP and three Stations 
STA1 through STA3 in which PCF medium access is 
performed. In the example of FIG. 24, AP first transmits a 
polling frame 501 to STAL for allowing transmission of a 
data frame. After STAL finishes transmitting a data frame 
502, AP transmits a polling frame 503 to STA2. In response, 
STA2 transmits a data frame 504. Thereafter, the same 
sequence is performed between AP and STA3. 

0007. On the other hand, IEEE802.11e defines a medium 
access scheme called Hybrid Coordination Function (HCF), 
which is a combination of PCF with the concept of QoS. In 
detail, refer to IEEE Std 802.11e, Draft 4.0, “Wireless LAN 
Medium Access Control (MAC) and Physical Layer speci 
fications: Medium Access Control Enhancements for Qual 
ity of Service”. 
0008 FIG. 25 depicts one example of a wireless LAN 
network including one access point AP and three Stations 
STA1 through STA3 in which HCF medium access is 
performed. In the example of FIG. 25, AP first transmits a 
polling frame 511 to STAL. At this time, a time period 
during which STAL can occupy the medium is written in the 
polling frame. This time period during which a Specific STA 
can occupy the medium is called Transmission Opportunity 
(TXOP). Within the time period specified by TXOP, STAL 
can perform data transmission any number of times (a 
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plurality of pieces of data 512). Upon expiration of TXOP, 
AP specifies another TXOP to transmit a polling frame 513 
to STA2. By repeating this Series of processes, the time 
period during which each STA can occupy the medium can 
be specified. 
0009. On the other hand, in another technology, a control 
Station transmits a frame (timing signal) including commu 
nication timing information to each terminal Station in the 
network, thereby specifying a time period during which each 
terminal Station can occupy a communication medium. 
Examples of Such technology are disclosed in Japanese 
Patent Laid-Open Publication No. 9-205454 (hereinafter, a 
first document) and Japanese Patent Laid-Open Publication 
No. 2001-333067 (hereinafter, a second document). 
0010 Particularly, in the second document, each terminal 
Station in the network performs communication based on the 
timing defined by the control Station in a timing Signal while 
performing carrier detection, thereby further improving 
transmission efficiency. Specifically, in the Second docu 
ment, as shown in an example of FIG. 26, a transmission 
start time of each station is defined based on the order of 
transmission. In FIG. 26, it is defined that a terminal station 
H in the first transmission order Starts transmission imme 
diately after receiving the timing Signal, aterminal Station I 
in the Second transmission order Starts transmission 30 msec 
thereafter, a terminal Station J in the third transmission order 
Starts transmission 120 msec thereafter, and a terminal 
Station Kin the fourth transmission order Starts transmission 
150 msec thereafter. Furthermore, as exemplarily shown in 
FIG. 27, an idle time until each terminal station starts 
transmission is defined for each terminal Station in accor 
dance with the transmission order So as to Specify the 
transmission order even if a communication time of a 
Specific terminal Station goes over the Scheduled communi 
cation time. In FIG. 27 at left, idle times for the terminal 
stations H through K in the first through fourth transmission 
orders are set as 5 mSec, 10 mSec, 15 mSec, and 20 mSec, 
respectively. 

0011. However, in this scheme of providing idle times, a 
terminal Station in a lower transmission order is Set with a 
long idle time. This causes reduction in transmission effi 
ciency. Therefore, in the Second document, if a specific 
terminal Station has Successfully completed normal trans 
mission based on the timing Signal, the idle times of the 
other terminal Stations lower in order than the Specific 
terminal Station are moved up one by one for resetting, 
thereby avoiding reduction in transmission efficiency in 
normal transmission (refer to FIG. 27 at right). 
0012. As described above, in the conventional commu 
nication network System, an available time period for trans 
mission is defined for each terminal Station, thereby achiev 
ing highly-efficient data transmission. 
0013 However, the above-described scheme of perform 
ing polling has two problems. Firstly, a polling frame has to 
be transmitted to each terminal Station Separately, thereby 
increasing overhead. Particularly, when transmission data of 
each terminal Station is Small or when it takes relatively long 
time to transmit a polling frame, transmission efficiency is 
Sharply decreased because polling frame transmission has to 
be performed a large number of times. In IEEE802.11e, a 
plurality of transmission modes are defined, Such as 54 
Mbps, 48 Mbps, 36 Mbps, and 6 Mbps. However, in order 
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to allow the receiving terminal to detect the transmission 
mode in use, the transmission mode of the lowest Speed is 
always used for the header portion of a polling frame. An 
increase in the number of times the polling frame transmis 
Sion not accompanying data transmission is performed 
means an increase the number of times the low-speed header 
transmission is performed. Consequently, transmission effi 
ciency is decreased. 
0014 Secondly, since TXOP in IEEE802.11e is fixedly 
allocated, even if a terminal Station uses only a part of the 
allocated time period for communication, for example, 
another terminal Station cannot use the unused time period 
(idle time) for communication. In wireless communication 
(e.g. IEEE802.11e) and electrical line communication using 
the household power line, the State of the transmission path 
is not stable, thereby frequently causing transmission path 
errors in the transmitted frames. In one Scheme formitigating 
Such transmission errors, asender Station transmits a prede 
termined amount of data in advance, areceiver Station Stores 
the data using a buffer or the like, and a frame having an 
error is retransmitted while processing the data in the buffer 
in the receiver Station. However, this Scheme is useless if 
data delay occurs more than the capacity of the buffer. This 
is because, even if the amount of data stored in the buffer of 
one terminal Station is reduced after processing Some portion 
of the data and it is desired to recover the amount of data in 
the buffer, a time period allocated to another terminal Station 
cannot be used for this recovery. 
0.015 Furthermore, the scheme disclosed in the second 
document has the following problem. That is, the idle time 
Set in the Second document is an extra time which is 
originally not required if normal transmission can be Suc 
cessfully completed. Therefore, even with the idle times set 
in the terminal Stations being moved up one by one for 
resetting if normal transmission has been Successfully com 
pleted by a specific terminal Station, it is not possible to start 
transmission before the time allocated based on the timing 
signal (refer to FIG. 26). That is, the time period supposed 
to be used by a specific terminal Station can never be used 
by another terminal Station. 
0016. Therefore, an object of the present invention is to 
provide a medium acceSS control method and System for 
Scheduling a data transmission time period of each terminal 
Station by transmitting one specific frame from a control 
Station to each terminal Station and for allowing a time 
period unused by a terminal Station for data transmission to 
be allocated to another terminal Station. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0.017. One aspect of the present invention is directed to, 
in a communication network System including a control 
Station for controlling access to a network and one or more 
terminal Stations for accessing the network under the control 
of the control Station, a medium access control method for 
controlling network access by using a time division tech 
nique. The medium access control method of the present 
invention causes the control Station and the terminal Stations 
to perform steps described below. 
0.018. The method causes the control station to perform 
Steps including: a step of generating, for a plurality of 
communications performed in the network, a transmission 
Schedule allocating a time Zone usable for each of the 
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communications, a Step of generating one Schedule frame by 
collecting the generated transmission Schedules, a Step of 
transmitting the generated Schedule frame to the plurality of 
the terminal Stations, and a step of performing a communi 
cation in a time Zone which is allocated to the control Station. 

0019. The method causes each of the plurality of terminal 
Stations to perform Steps including: a step of receiving the 
Schedule frame transmitted by the control Station; a step of 
determining, based on the received Schedule frame, a ter 
minal Station's own time Zone in which communication can 
be performed; and a Step of performing the communication 
in the determined time Zone. 

0020. The control station may transmit the schedule 
frame in a broadcast manner or a multicast manner. Further 
more, typically, transmission of this Schedule frame is 
performed in predetermined cycles. 

0021. The transmission schedule may include informa 
tion indicative of time Zones in which data is allowed to be 
transmitted, the time Zones respectively being allocated to 
the plurality of the terminal Stations. Alternatively, the 
transmission Schedule may include information indicative of 
time Zones in which data is allowed to be transmitted, the 
time Zones respectively being allocated to either one of 
Sessions and connections between the Stations including the 
control Station and the plurality of terminal Stations. In the 
time Zone in which data is allowed to be transmitted, each 
of the terminal Stations can perform data transmission using 
either one of time division multiplex (TDM), frequency 
division multiplex (FDM), and code division multiplex 
(CDM). 
0022. In order to improve transmission efficiency, it is 
preferable to further include steps performed by the control 
Station and each of the plurality of terminal Stations of: 
monitoring by a Station a State of transmission of another 
Station; detecting that communication is not performed by 
the other Station in the time Zone allocated by the transmis 
Sion Schedule or that communication has been completed by 
the other station before an end time allocated by the trans 
mission Schedule, and Starting the Station's own transmis 
Sion earlier than Scheduled by using an unused time Zone of 
the other Station in response to the detection results in the 
detecting step. 
0023 Alternatively, it is preferable to further include 
Steps performed by the control Station and each of the 
plurality of terminal Stations of transmitting a predeter 
mined report frame when no communication is performed in 
the time Zone allocated by the transmission Schedule or 
when communication has been completed before an end 
time allocated by the transmission Schedule; and upon 
reception by a Station of the report frame from another 
Station that is Scheduled to perform a transmission imme 
diately before a time Zone which the Station can perform 
transmission, Starting the Station's own transmission earlier 
than Scheduled by using an unused time Zone of the other 
terminal Station. 

0024. In either case for improving transmission effi 
ciency, note that the Step of Starting the Station's own 
transmission earlier than Scheduled is omitted when it is 
necessary to access the network in a specific timing. 
0025) Furthermore, the schedule frame may have 
described therein a number of times of repetition indicative 
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of how many more times the same Schedule frame is 
successively and cyclically transmitted. With this, when the 
Schedule frame cannot be received in a time period based on 
the number of times of repetition, each of the terminal 
Station can determine, based on the Schedule frame last 
received, a terminal Station's own time Zone in which 
communication can be performed. 

0026. The above-described medium access control 
method can be achieved by hardware with a plurality of 
functional blocks. These functional blocks maybe achieved 
by an LSI. Also, the medium acceSS control method may be 
provided in a form of a program for causing a computer to 
perform a Series of processes. This program may be intro 
duced as being recorded on a computer-readable recording 
medium. 

0027. As described above, according to the present 
invention, transmission timings of the plurality of the ter 
minal Stations are managed and controlled by the Single 
schedule frame. This makes it possible to substantially 
reduce overhead of control frames compared with the con 
ventional Scheme of transmitting a polling frame a plurality 
number of times. Also, according to the medium acceSS 
control System of the present invention, transmission tim 
ings of a plurality of Streams transmitted by a Station can be 
managed and controlled by the Single Schedule frame. This 
allows the transmission control with not each Station but 
each Stream. Therefore, it is possible to quickly cope with 
the case where the practical transmission rate is decreased 
due to communication failure. 

0028. These and other objects, features, aspects and 
advantages of the present invention will become more 
apparent from the following detailed description of the 
present invention when taken in conjunction with the 
accompanying drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0029 FIG. 1 is an illustration showing a network con 
figuration of a medium access control System according to 
all embodiments of the present invention. 

0030 FIG. 2 is an illustration showing a detailed con 
figuration of a medium access control System according to a 
first embodiment of the present invention. 
0.031 FIG. 3 is a flowchart for schematically describing 
a procedure performed by a control Station 11 and terminal 
stations 21 to 2n. 

0032 FIGS. 4 through 7 are illustrations showing 
examples of the Structure of a Schedule frame to be trans 
mitted by the control station. 
0.033 FIG. 8 is a timing chart for describing one example 
of transmission timings in which the control Station and the 
terminal Stations transmit a data frame in the medium acceSS 
control System according to the first embodiment. 

0034 FIGS. 9through 13 are illustrations showing other 
examples of the structure of the schedule frame to be 
transmitted by the control Station. 

0035 FIGS. 14 and 15 are illustrations showing 
examples of the Structure of a data frame to be transmitted 
by each of the terminal Stations. 
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0036 FIG. 16 is a timing chart for describing another 
example of transmission timings in which the control Station 
and the terminal Stations transmit a data frame. 

0037 FIG. 17 is an illustration showing another example 
of the structure of the schedule frame to be transmitted by 
the control Station. 

0038 FIG. 18 is an illustration showing a detailed con 
figuration of a medium access control System according to a 
Second embodiment of the present invention. 
0039 FIGS. 19A and 19B are timing charts for describ 
ing examples of transmission timings in which the control 
Station and the terminal Stations transmit a data frame in the 
medium access control System according to the Second 
embodiment. 

0040 FIG. 20 is an illustration showing a detailed con 
figuration of a medium access control System according to a 
third embodiment of the present invention. 
0041 FIG. 21 is a timing chart for describing one 
example of transmission timings in which the control Station 
and the terminal Stations transmit a dataframe in the medium 
acceSS control System according to the third embodiment of 
the present invention. 
0042 FIG. 22 is an illustration regarding a transmission 
timing advancing proceSS performed by the medium access 
control System according to the Second and third embodi 
mentS. 

0043 FIG. 23 is an illustration showing one example of 
a network System in which the medium acceSS control 
System of the present invention is appliedtohigh-Speedpower 
line transmission. 

0044 FIG. 24 is an illustration showing one example of 
conventional data transmission using PCF. 
004.5 FIG. 25 is an illustration showing one example of 
conventional data transmission using HCF. 
0046 FIGS. 26 and 27 are illustrations for describing a 
conventional transmission timing control Scheme. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

0047 First, with reference to FIG. 1, a general outline of 
medium access control Systems according to all embodi 
ments of the present invention is described below. In FIG. 
1, the medium acceSS control System of the present invention 
includes a control Station 11 controlling access to a network 
10 and a plurality of terminal stations 21 through 2n (n is an 
integer of 2 or larger) accessing the network 10 under the 
control of the control station 11. The control station 11 and 
the terminal Stations 21 through 2n each have a unique 
identifier and, based on the identifier, communicate with 
each other in the network 10. 

0048. Now, description is made to a scheme used by the 
control Station 11 for managing a transmission Schedule of 
the terminal Stations 21 through 2n, the Scheme being a 
feature of the present invention. 

0049) (First Embodiment) 
0050 FIG. 2 is an illustration showing a detailed con 
figuration of a medium access control System according to a 
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first embodiment of the present invention. In FIG. 2, the 
control station 11 includes a transmission interface (I/F) 111, 
a frame receiving Section 112, a transmission opportunity 
request receiving Section 113, a Schedule generating Section 
114, a communication control Section 115, and a frame 
transmitting Section 116. The terminal Station 21 includes a 
transmission interface (I/F) 211, a frame receiving Section 
212, a transmission opportunity request generating Section 
213, a Schedule processing Section 214, a communication 
control Section 215, and a frame transmitting Section 216. 
The other terminal Stations 22 through 2n each have a 
structure identical to that of the terminal station 21. 

0051 First, the structure of each of the control station 11 
and the terminal Stations 21 through 2n is Schematically 
described below. 

0.052 In the control station 11, the transmission interface 
111 transmits a frame to a transmission medium and receives 
a frame from the transmission medium. The frame receiving 
Section 112 performs a receiving process on the frame 
received through the transmission interface 111. The trans 
mission opportunity request receiving Section 113 receives a 
transmission opportunity request from the frame receiving 
Section 112 and then passes information required for Sched 
ule generation to the Schedule generating Section 114. The 
Schedule generating Section 114 generates a Schedule for 
Specifying timings in which the terminal Stations 21 through 
2n access the network 10, and then transmits the schedule to 
the transmission interface 111. Also, upon reception of a new 
transmission opportunity request from the transmission 
opportunity request receiving Section 113, the Schedule 
generating Section 114 changes the Schedule. The commu 
nication control Section 115 determines a timing in which a 
Schedule frame is transmitted and, when its own control 
Station transmits a data frame, determines a transmission 
timing based on the Schedule. The frame transmitting Section 
116 passes information, Such as transmission data and 
schedule, to the transmission interface 111 thereby perform 
ing frame transmission. 

0053. In the terminal stations 21 through 2n, the trans 
mission interface 211 transmits a frame to the transmission 
medium and receives aframefrom the transmission medium. 
The framereceiving Section 212 performs a receiving pro 
ceSS on the frame received through the transmission inter 
face 211. In accordance with an instruction from another 
component and an external device, the transmission oppor 
tunity request generating Section 213 generates information 
for requesting the control Station 11 to give a transmission 
opportunity, and then passes the generated information to the 
frame transmitting Section 216. The Schedule processing 
Section 214 processes a Schedule frame passed by the frame 
receiving Section 212 to extract Schedule information. The 
communication control Section 215 detects a timing that 
allows its own terminal Station to Send a frame in the 
Schedule information extracted by the Schedule processing 
Section 214, and then instructs the frame transmitting Section 
216 to transmit a frame in the allowed timing. The frame 
transmitting Section 216 passes information, Such as trans 
mission data and a transmission opportunity request, thereby 
performing the transmission interface 211 for frame trans 
mission. 

0054) Next, a control scheme performed by the medium 
access control System according to the first embodiment of 
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the present invention is described below. FIG. 3 is a 
flowchart for Schematically describing a procedure per 
formed by the control station 11 and the terminal stations 21 
to 2n. 

0055 First, the terminal stations 21 through 2n each 
transmit arequest for a transmission opportunity to be given 
(a transmission opportunity request) to the control station 11 
(step S311). Upon reception of the transmission opportunity 
request received from any of the terminal Stations 21 
through 2n, the control Station 11 generates a transmission 
Schedule for each terminal Station based on this transmission 
opportunity request (steps S321 and S322). The control 
Station 11 then collects the generated transmission Schedules 
to generate a schedule frame (step S323). FIG. 4 depicts one 
example of a Schedule frame for Schedule management in 
units of Stations. This Schedule frame is a frame having 
Stored therein information specifying a time Zone in which 
the control station 11 and the terminal stations 21 through 
21n can access the network 10. The Schedule frame includes 
a header field and Zero or more allocation fields each having 
a combination of a Station identifier and transmission time 
information. The header field includes necessary informa 
tion, Such as a preamble for frame Synchronization, a frame 
type, a frame length, and an identifier of the transmission 
terminal station (not shown). The allocation fields each store 
a Station identifier of the control Station or a terminal Station 
for identifying the Station and information for reporting a 
time Zone in which the Station is allowed to access the 
network 10, that is, allowed to transmit a data frame. 

0056. Here, a value regarding the number of terminal 
Stations for Scheduling may be described in the header field, 
thereby varying the number of allocation fields. 

0057 The control station 11 transmits the generated 
Schedule frame in a broadcast manner to all of the terminal 
Stations 21 through 2n or in a multicast manner targeted to 
a terminal Station indicated by the terminal Station identifier 
(step S324). Upon completion of transmission of the sched 
ule frame, the control Station 11 determines a transmission 
timing based on the transmitted schedule (step S325). If the 
allocation field has allocated therein its transmission time, 
the control Station 11 transmits a data frame at the time given 
by that field (step S326). On the other hand, each of the 
terminal Stations 21 through 2n receives the Schedule frame 
from the control station 11 (step S312) and, with reference 
to the terminal station identifier in the allocation field, 
determines the relevant transmission time information (Step 
S313). After determining the relevant transmission time 
information, the terminal Station refers to transmission infor 
mation preceding the obtained relevant transmission time 
information and transmission information Subsequent 
thereto to obtain a time Zone allowing a data frame to be 
transmitted, thereby performing a transmitting process (Step 
S314). In the schedule frame, the control station 11 may 
allocate a plurality of transmission opportunities for one 
Station to one frame. Also, each of the terminal Stations 21 
through 2n may perform a plurality of frame transmissions 
per reception of one Schedule frame from the control Station 
11. 

0.058 FIGS. 5 through 8 depict examples of specific 
information stored in each field of the schedule frame shown 
in FIG. 4. FIG. 5 shows an example in which a transmission 
end time is set as the transmission time information. FIG. 6 
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shows an example in which a transmission Start time is Set 
as the transmission time information. FIG. 7 shows an 
example in which a transmission continuation time is Set as 
the transmission time information. Also, FIG. 8 is a timing 
chart for describing timings in which the control Station 11 
and the terminal Stations 21 through 23 transmit a data frame 
based on the information shown in FIG. 5. 

0059. The control station 11 uses a time period starting at 
a time T2 when a predetermined time t elapses from the 
completion of the transmission of the Schedule frame and 
ending at a time T3 indicated in its allocation field to 
transmit its data frame. Referring to a time T5 indicated in 
its transmission time information and the time T3 indicated 
in the control Station transmission time field, the terminal 
Station 22 uses a time period starting at a time T4 (=T3+t) 
and ending at the time T5 to transmit its data frame. The 
terminal station 21 refers to a time T7 indicated in its 
transmission time information and the immediately-preced 
ing transmission time information (that is, the time T5), and 
uses a time period starting at a time T6 (=T5+t) and ending 
at the time T7 to transmit its data frame. Similarly, the 
terminal station 23 refers to a time T9 indicated in its 
transmission time information and the immediately-preced 
ing transmission time information (that is, the time T7) and 
uses a time period starting at a time T8 (=T7+t) and ending 
at the time T9 to transmit its data frame. The time t is a 
margin time predetermined by the control Station 11 and the 
terminal stations 21 through 2n in the network 10, and the 
length of the time t can be arbitrarily set. Here, in this 
example, only one data frame transmission is performed in 
each allocated time. Alternatively, for example, a plurality of 
data frame transmissions or an acknowledgment frame 
transmission from the receiving terminal may be performed. 
0060. As shown in the example of FIG. 5, when the value 
Set as the transmission time information is a transmission 
end time, each terminal Station refers to the immediately 
preceding transmission time information to calculate its data 
frame transmission allowable time. Also, as shown in the 
example of FIG. 6, when the value set as the transmission 
time information is a transmission Start time, each terminal 
Station refers to the immediately-Subsequent transmission 
time information to calculate its data frame transmission 
allowable time. Furthermore, as shown in the example of 
FIG. 7, when the value set as the transmission time infor 
mation is a transmission continuation time, each transmis 
Sion terminal refers to all pieces of transmission time 
information before its own transmission time information to 
calculate its data frame transmission allowable time. 

0061. Descriptions have been made to examples of the 
Schedule frame for Schedule management in units of Stations 
(FIG. 4). Alternatively, as will be described further below, 
Schedule management can be performed in units of Sessions 
or connections generated between Stations, that is, in units of 
streams. FIG. 9 depicts one example of the schedule frame 
for Schedule management in units of Streams. This Schedule 
frame includes a header field, and Zero or more allocation 
fields each having a combination of a stream identifier and 
transmission time information. The header field is as 
described above. The allocation fields each store a stream 
identifier for identifying a stream and information for report 
ing a time Zone in which a data frame in that Stream is 
allowed to be transmitted. Here, the stream identifier has to 
be unique in the network. FIGS. 10 through 12 show 
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examples of Specific information Stored in each field of the 
schedule frame. FIG. 10 shows an example in which a 
transmission end time is set as the transmission time infor 
mation. FIG. 11 shows an example in which a transmission 
start time is set as the transmission time information. FIG. 
12 shows an example in which a transmission continuation 
time is Set as the transmission time information. Still alter 
natively, Schedule management can be performed in units of 
Streams by Specifying each Stream with a Station identifier 
and a stream identifier that is unique in that Station. In this 
case, a schedule frame illustrated in FIG. 13 is used, for 
example. 

0062 Next, the structure of the data frame to be trans 
mitted by the control station 11 and the terminal stations 21 
through 2n is described. FIG. 14 shows one example of the 
structure of a general data frame. In FIG. 14, the header 
portion of the data frame includes a field for Storing an 
identifier of a transmitting Station, a field for Storing an 
identifier of a destination Station, a field for Storing the 
length of data attached to a payload portion (data length), 
and other fields. In the payload portion of the data frame, 
data having the length indicated by the above data length is 
stored. Note that error detection code, CRC, and the like 
attached to an actual communication frame are omitted 
herein for convenience of description. 
0063 FIG. 15 is an illustration showing one example of 
the Structure of a data frame to be transmitted in a time 
division multiplex (TDM) manner. In FIG. 15, the header 
portion of the data frame includes a field for Storing an 
identifier of a transmitting Station, afield for Storing the 
number of multiplexes in time-division information, and a 
plurality of pieces of time division information each having 
a combination of a field for Storing an identifier of a 
destination Station, a field for Storing a data demodulation 
Scheme attached to the payload portion of the data frame, 
and a field for Storing the length of data. In the payload 
portion, pieces of data respectively corresponding to the 
plurality of pieces of time-division information are multi 
plexed. Note that error detection code, CRC, and the like 
attached to an actual communication frame are omitted 
herein for convenience of description. With this data frame 
Structure, an arbitrary Station can transmit data Simulta 
neously to the other stations in the TDM manner. If a 
frequency band for use is divided into a plurality of channels 
and the field shown in FIG. 15 for storing a scheme for 
demodulating a data frame includes information regarding a 
channel number, it is possible to Simultaneously transmit 
data to other Stations in a frequency division multiplex 
(FDM) manner. Furthermore, if the field shown in FIG. 15 
for Storing a Scheme for demodulating a data frame includes 
code information required for demodulation, it is possible to 
transmit data Simultaneously to the other Stations in a code 
division multiplex (CDM) manner. 
0064. As described above, according to the medium 
acceSS control System of the first embodiment of the present 
invention, transmission timings of the control Station and the 
plurality of the terminal Stations are managed and controlled 
by the Single Schedule frame. This makes it possible to 
Substantially reduce overhead of control frames compared 
with the conventional Scheme of transmitting a polling 
frame a plurality number of times based on the number of 
terminal Stations. Also, according to the medium access 
control System of the present invention, transmission tim 
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ings of a plurality of Streams can be managed and controlled 
by the Single Schedule frame. This allows the transmission 
control with not each Station but each Stream. Therefore, it 
is possible to quickly cope with the case where the practical 
transmission rate is decreased due to communication failure. 

0065 Here, if achannel frequencyband to be usedby the 
control station 11 for data frame transmission is different 
from a channel frequency band to be used by the terminal 
Stations 21 through 2n for data frame transmission, parallel 
data frame transmission can be made as shown in FIG. 16. 

0.066 Also, in the present embodiment, the terminal 
Stations 21 through 2n each transmit frames upon reception 
of the Schedule frame according to the received Schedule. 
However, with such schedule control, there may be a ter 
minal Station that cannot Successfully receive the Schedule 
frame when the communication State is deteriorated, for 
example. To get around the problem, as shown in FIG. 17, 
the Schedule frame may have Set therein a repetition time 
field indicating how many more times a data frame trans 
mission can be performed based on the Schedule frame, that 
is, how many more times the same Schedule frame is 
Supposed to be Successively and cyclically transmitted after 
the current Schedule frame is transmitted. For example, 
when the terminal Station receives a Schedule frame having 
set "2" in the repetition time field, even if the communica 
tion State is So deteriorated thereafter that a new Schedule 
frame cannot be received, the terminal Station can perform 
data transmission during two Schedule frame cycles based 
on the time indicated by the schedule frame received before 
the communication State is deteriorated. The value in the 
repetition time field is decremented every time the control 
station 11 transmits the Schedule frame. Also, if the schedule 
frame is not Supposed to be changed, the value in the 
repetition time field is set as a fixed value. 
0067 (Second Embodiment) 
0068 FIG. 18 is an illustration showing a detailed con 
figuration of a medium access control System according to a 
second embodiment of the present invention. In FIG. 18, the 
control Station 11 includes the transmission interface 111, 
the frame receiving Section 112, the transmission opportu 
nity request receiving Section 113, the Schedule generating 
Section 114, the communication control section 115, the 
frame transmitting Section 116, and a non-transmission 
detecting section 117. The terminal station 21 includes the 
transmission interface 211, the frame receiving Section 212, 
the transmission opportunity request generating Section 213, 
the Schedule processing Section 214, the communication 
control Section 215, the frame transmitting Section 216, and 
a non-transmission detecting Section 217. The other terminal 
Stations 22 through 2n each have a structure identical to that 
of the terminal station 21. 

0069. As illustrated in FIG. 18, the medium access 
control System according to the Second embodiment of the 
present invention has the Structure in which the control 
Station 11 of the medium access control System according to 
the first embodiment is further provided with the non 
transmission detecting Section 117 and the terminal Stations 
21 through 2n are each further provided with the non 
transmission detecting Section 217. Hereinafter, description 
is made to the Second embodiment, mainly to the above 
different points. 
0070 The non-transmission detecting sections 117 and 
217 monitor the communication state of another station that 
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can transmit frames in the current time Zone to detect that the 
Station completes data transmission, and that the Station will 
not transmit frames in the current time Zone. Specifically, the 
non-transmission detecting Sections 117 and 217 regard, as 
the communication-completed point, a time point until 
which no data frame transmission is performed for a pre 
determined time period in the time Zone allocated to the 
other Station and then detects that time point. That is, what 
is detected is that communication has been completed earlier 
than the end time allocated by the schedule frame. Upon 
detection by the non-transmission detecting Sections 117 and 
217 of the completion of communication, the communica 
tion control sections 115 and 215 starts its data frame 
transmission earlier than Scheduled, thereby effectively 
using the idle time not used by the other Stations. 
0071 FIG. 19A is a timing chart showing data frame 
transmission performed by the control station 11 and the 
terminal stations 21 through 23 based on the information 
shown in FIG. 5. In FIG. 19A, the control station 11 
completes its data frame transmission at a time T3', which is 
earlier than the end of its allocated time T3. Therefore, the 
terminal Station 22 monitoring the communication State of 
the control station 11 determines that the control station 11 
completed its communication when a predetermined time X 
elapsed from the time T3', and then uses a time period 
starting at a time (T3'+x) and ending at the time T5 for its 
data frame transmission. Also, the terminal Station 21 com 
pletes its data frame transmission at atimeT7", which is 
earlier than the end of its allocated time T7. Therefore, the 
terminal Station 23 monitoring the communication State of 
the terminal Station 21 determines that the terminal Station 
21 completed its communication when the predetermined 
time X elapsed from the time T7", and then uses a time period 
starting at a time (T7+x) and ending at the time T9 for its 
data frame transmission. This data frame transmission 
advancing proceSS may be performed Such that a data frame 
transmission of one Station is advanced before the allocated 
time of another Station Scheduled to perform the immedi 
ately-preceding data frame transmission. An exemplary case 
is as shown in FIG. 19B, in which the terminal station 22 
completes its dataframe transmission at a time T5' and the 
terminal Station 21 does not perform data frame transmis 
Sion. Then, the terminal Station 23 monitoring the commu 
nication State of the terminal Station 21 determines that the 
terminal station 21 will not transmit frames when the 
predetermined time x' elapses from the time T5', and then 
uses a time period starting at a time (T5'+x) and ending at 
the time T9 for its data frame transmission. In this case, note 
that the value of x' must be larger than the value of X. 

0072. As described above, according to the medium 
acceSS control System of the Second embodiment of the 
present invention, the idle time not being used for commu 
nication can be effectively used for improving communica 
tion efficiency. 

0.073 (Third Embodiment) 
0074 FIG. 20 is an illustration showing a detailed con 
figuration of a medium access control System according to a 
third embodiment of the present invention. In FIG. 20, the 
control Station 11 includes the transmission interface 111, 
the frame receiving Section 112, the transmission opportu 
nity request receiving Section 113, the Schedule generating 
Section 114, the communication control section 115, the 
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frame transmitting Section 116, a transmission-completed 
frame processing Section 118, and a transmission-completed 
report generating Section 119. The terminal Station 21 
includes the transmission interface 211, the frame receiving 
Section 212, the transmission opportunity request generating 
Section 213, the Schedule processing Section 214, the com 
munication control Section 215, the frame transmitting Sec 
tion 216, a transmission-completed frame processing Section 
218, and a transmission-completed report generating Section 
219. The other terminal stations 22 through 2n each have a 
structure identical to that of the terminal station 21. 

0075). As illustrated in FIG. 20, the medium access 
control System according to the third embodiment of the 
present invention has the Structure in which the control 
Station 11 of the medium access control System according to 
the first embodiment is further provided with the transmis 
Sion-completed frame processing Section 118 and the trans 
mission-completed report generating Section 119 and the 
terminal Stations 21 through 2n are each further provided 
with the transmission-completed frame processing Section 
218 and the transmission-completed report generating Sec 
tion 219. Hereinafter, description is made to the third 
embodiment, mainly to the above different points. 

0.076 If the data frame transmission has been completed 
within its allocated time Zone and a transmission-completed 
report can be transmitted within the allocated time Zone, the 
transmission-completed report generating Sections 119 and 
219 generate a predetermined transmission-completed frame 
for reporting to another Station through the frame transmit 
ting Sections 116 and 216, respectively, that communication 
has been completed. This report may be transmitted to all of 
the other Stations in a broadcast manner, or to only a Station 
Scheduled to perform frame data transmission next in a 
unicast manner. Upon reception of the transmission-com 
pleted frame from the station scheduled to perform the 
immediately-preceding frame data transmission, the trans 
mission-completed frame processing Sections 118 and 218 
each know that the Station transmitting the transmission 
completed frame has completed transmission, Start its data 
frame transmission, and bring its own Station to forward to 
Start data frame transmission, thereby effectively using the 
idle time not used by another Station. 

0.077 FIG. 21 isatiming chart showing data frame trans 
mission performed by the control station 11 and the terminal 
stations 21 through 23 based on the information shown in 
FIG. 5. In FIG. 21, the control station 11 completes its data 
frame transmission at a time T3', which is earlier than the 
end of its allocated time T3, and then transmits a transmis 
Sion-completed frame (a diagonally-shaded portion in the 
drawing) that reports the completion. Upon reception of this 
report, the terminal Station 22 determines that the control 
Station 11 has completed its transmission, and then uses a 
time period from the time of reception of the report to a time 
T5 for transmitting its data frame. Also, the terminal Station 
21 completes its data frame transmission at a time T6', which 
is earlier than the end of its allocated time T7, and then 
transmits a transmission-completed frame reporting the 
completion. Upon reception of this report, the terminal 
Station 23 determines that the terminal Station 21 has com 
pleted its transmission, and then uses atime period Starting 
at the time of reception of the report and ending at a time T9 
for transmitting its data frame. 
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0078. As described above, according to the medium 
acceSS control System of the third embodiment of the present 
invention, the idle time not being used for communication 
can be effectively used for improving communication effi 
ciency. 

0079. In some cases, it may not be desired to change the 
transmission timings of Some of the Stations or the Streams. 
For example, as is the case of VoIP, in an application 
required to transmit data always at predetermined intervals, 
advancing the transmission timing causes inconveniences. 
In order to cope with Such cases, information (category) 
regarding whether a transmission timing advancing process 
is enabled (NORMAL) or disabled (FIXED) is managed 
by the control station 11 or the terminal stations 21 through 
2n. If allowed by that information, the transmission timing 
advancing proceSS is performed on the relevant Station or 
stream. FIG. 22 depicts one example of a schedule frame 
having described therein whether the advancing process can 
be performed. This Schedule frame is a frame having Stored 
therein information indicative of a time Zone in which each 
of the control station 11 and the terminal stations 21 through 
2n can access the network, including a header field and one 
or more allocation fields each having a combination of an 
allocation type, the Stream identifier, and the transmission 
time information. Here, the allocation type Stores identifi 
cation information regarding an allocation Scheme including 
the above-described categories of NORMAL or FIXED. 
0080 Each of the above-described embodiments is 
achieved by a CPU interpreting predetermined program data 
that is stored in a storage device (a ROM, a RAM, a hard 
disk, etc.) and is capable of causing the above-described 
processes to be performed. In this case, the program data 
may be introduced through a recording medium to the 
Storage device, ormaybe executed directly from the record 
ing medium. The recording medium may be a Semiconduc 
tor memory, such as a ROM, a RAM, and a flash memory, 
a magnetic disk memory, Such as a flexible disk or a hard 
disk, an optical disk memory, such as a CD-ROM, a DVD, 
or a BD, or a memory card. Also, the recording medium may 
include a communication medium, Such as a telephone line 
or a carrier path. 
0081. Also, all or part of the functional blocks forming 
the control station 11 and the terminal stations 21 through 2n 
of the present invention are typically achieved by a large 
Scale integrated (LSI) circuit (called an IC, a System LSI, a 
Super LSI, a ultra LSI, or the like, depending on the degree 
of integration). Each of the blocks may be formed on one 
chip, or all or part of the blockS may be formed on one chip. 
0082 Also, circuit integration is achieved not only by an 
LSI but also by a dedicated circuit or a general-purpose 
processor. Further, a Field Programmable Gate Array 
(FPGA), which is programmable after manufacturing the 
LSI, or a reconfigurable processor capable of reconfiguring 
the connection of circuit cells and the Setting inside the LSI 
can be used. 

0083. Furthermore, integration of the functional blocks 
can be performed by using a new circuit integration tech 
nology that would replace the LSI technology with the 
advance of the Semiconductor technology or with the advent 
of another derivative technology. One possible technology 
that would be adapted for use is a biotechnological tech 
nique. 
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0084. Description is made below to an example in which 
the present invention described in each of the above embodi 
ments is applied to an actual network System. FIG. 23 is an 
illustration showing one example of a network System in 
which the medium access control System of the present 
invention is applied to high-speed power line transmission. 
In FIG. 23, via adaptors including the functional modules of 
the present invention, IEEE 1394 interfaces and USB inter 
faces included in multimedia devices, Such as personal 
computers, DVD recorders, digital televisions, and home 
Server Systems, are connected to a power line. This makes it 
possible to configure a network System capable of high 
Speed transmission of digital data, Such as multimedia data, 
with a power line being used as a medium. Unlike the 
conventional cable LAN, this System can use the power line 
already installed at home and offices as a network line 
without newly installing a network cable. Therefore, this 
System can be achieved at low cost and with easy installa 
tion, thereby offering a great convenience. 
0085. In the above example, by interposing an adaptor for 
converting a signal interface of each of the existing multi 
media devices to an interface for power line communication, 
these existing devices are applied to power line communi 
cation. In the future, however, with the functions of the 
present invention being incorporated in the multimedia 
devices, data transmission among the devices can be per 
formed via a power Supply code of each of the multimedia 
devices. In this case, no adaptors, IEEE 1394 cables, or USB 
cables are required, thereby simplifying wiring. Also, con 
nection to the Internet via a router and connection to a 
wireless/cable LAN using a hub or the like can be made, 
thereby making it possible to extend a LAN System using the 
high-Speed power line transmission System of the present 
invention. Furthermore, in the power line transmission 
Scheme, the communication data flows via the power line. 
Therefore, it is possible to prevent the problem of intercep 
tion of radio waves which would lead to leakage of data. 
This power line transmission Scheme is also effective for 
data protection in View of Security. As a matter of course, 
data flowing through the power line is protected by, for 
example, IPSec in the IP protocol, encryption of the contents, 
other DRM Schemes, etc. 
0.086 AS has been described above, by implementing 
QoS functions including a copyright protecting function 
achieved by encryption of the contents and the effects of the 
present invention (improvement in throughput and flexible 
adaptation of band allocation responsive to an increase in 
re-transmission or a traffic change), high-quality transmis 
Sion of AV contents using the power line can be performed. 
0087 While the invention has been described in detail, 
the foregoing description is in all aspects illustrative and not 
restrictive. It is understood that numerous other modifica 
tions and variations can be devised without departing from 
the Scope of the invention. 

What is claimed is: 

1. In a communication network System including a control 
Station for controlling access to a network and a plurality of 
terminal Stations for accessing the network under the control 
of the control Station, a medium access control method for 
controlling network access by using a time division tech 
nique, the method comprising: 
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Steps performed by the control Station of: 
generating, for a plurality of communications per 

formed in the network, a transmission Schedule 
allocating a time Zone usable for each of the com 
munications, 

generating one Schedule frame by collecting the gen 
erated transmission Schedules, 

transmitting the generated Schedule frame to the plu 
rality of the terminal Stations, and 

performing a communication in a time Zone which is 
allocated to the control Station, and 

steps performed by each of the plurality of the terminal 
Stations of: 

receiving the Schedule frame transmitted by the control 
Station; 

determining, based on the received Schedule frame, a 
terminal Station's own time Zone in which commu 
nication can be performed; and 

performing the communication in the determined time 
ZOC. 

2. The medium access control method according to claim 
1, wherein 

the control Station transmits the Schedule frame in a 
broadcast manner. 

3. The medium access control method according to claim 
1, wherein 

the control Station transmits the Schedule frame in a 
multicast manner. 

4. The medium access control method according to claim 
1, wherein 

the control Station transmits the Schedule frame in prede 
termined cycles. 

5. The medium access control method according to claim 
2, wherein 

the control Station transmits the Schedule frame in prede 
termined cycles. 

6. The medium acceSS control method according to claim 
3, wherein 

the control Station transmits the Schedule frame in prede 
termined cycles. 

7. The medium access control method according to claim 
1, wherein 

the transmission Schedule includes information indicative 
of time Zones in which data is allowed to be transmit 
ted, the time Zones respectively being allocated to the 
plurality of the terminal Stations. 

8. The medium access control method according to claim 
1, wherein 

the transmission Schedule includes information indicative 
of time Zones in which data is allowed to be transmit 
ted, the time Zones respectively being allocated to 
either one of Sessions and connections between the 
Stations including the control Station and the plurality 
of terminal Stations. 

9. The medium acceSS control method according to claim 
7, wherein 
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each of the terminal Stations performs data transmission 
using time division multiplex (TDM) in the time Zone 
in which data is allowed to be transmitted. 

10. The medium access control method according to claim 
8, wherein 

each of the terminal Stations performs data transmission 
using time division multiplex (TDM) in the time Zone 
in which data is allowed to be transmitted. 

11. The medium acceSS control method according to claim 
7, wherein 

each of the terminal Stations performs data transmission 
using frequency division multiplex (FDM) in the time 
Zone in which data is allowed to be transmitted. 

12. The medium access control method according to claim 
8, wherein 

each of the terminal Stations performs data transmission 
using frequency division multiplex (FDM) in the time 
Zone in which data is allowed to be transmitted. 

13. The medium access control method according to claim 
7, wherein 

each of the terminal Stations performs data transmission 
using code division multiplex (CDM) in the time Zone 
in which data is allowed to be transmitted. 

14. The medium access control method according to claim 
8, wherein 

each of the terminal Stations performs data transmission 
using code division multiplex (CDM) in the time Zone 
in which data is allowed to be transmitted. 

15. The medium access control method according to claim 
1, further comprising Steps performed by the control Station 
and each of the terminal Stations of: 

monitoring by a Station a State of transmission of another 
Station; 

detecting that communication is not performed by the 
other Station in the time Zone allocated by the trans 
mission Schedule or that communication has been com 
pleted by the other station before an end time allocated 
by the transmission Schedule; and 

Starting the Station's own transmission earlier than Sched 
uled by using an unused time Zone of the other Station 
based on the detection results in the detecting Step. 

16. The medium access control method according to claim 
1, further comprising Steps performed by the control Station 
and each of the plurality of terminal Stations of 

transmitting a predetermined report frame when no com 
munication is performed in the time Zone allocated by 
the transmission Schedule or when communication has 
been completed before an end time allocated by the 
transmission Schedule; and 

upon reception by a Station of the report frame from 
another Station that is Scheduled to perform a transmis 
sion immediately before a time Zone in which the 
Station can perform transmission, Starting the Stations 
own transmission earlier than Scheduled by using an 
unused time Zone of the other Station. 

17. The medium access control method according to claim 
15, wherein 

the Step of Starting the Station's own transmission earlier 
than Scheduled is omitted when it is necessary to acceSS 
the network at a specific timing. 
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18. The medium acceSS control method according to claim 
16, wherein 

the Step of Starting the Station's own transmission earlier 
than Scheduled is omitted when it is necessary to access 
the network at a specific timing. 

19. The medium acceSS control method according to claim 
1, wherein 

the Schedule frame has described therein a number of 
times of repetition indicative of how many more times 
the same Schedule frame is Successively and cyclically 
transmitted. 

20. The medium acceSS control method according to claim 
15, wherein 

the Schedule frame has described therein a number of 
times of repetition indicative of how many more times 
the same Schedule frame is Successively and cyclically 
transmitted. 

21. The medium acceSS control method according to claim 
16, wherein 

the Schedule frame has described therein a number of 
times of repetition indicative of how many more times 
the same Schedule frame is Successively and cyclically 
transmitted. 

22. The medium acceSS control method according to claim 
19, further comprising a step performed by each of the 
terminal Stations of, when the Schedule frame cannot be 
received in a time period based on the number of times of 
repetition, determining, based on the Schedule frame last 
received, a terminal Station's own time Zone in which 
communication can be performed. 

23. The medium acceSS control method according to claim 
20, further comprising a step performed by each of the 
terminal Stations of, when the Schedule frame cannot be 
received in a time period based on the number of times of 
repetition, determining, based on the Schedule frame last 
received, a terminal Station's own time Zone in which 
communication can be performed. 

24. The medium acceSS control method according to claim 
21, further comprising a step performed by each of the 
terminal Stations of, when the Schedule frame cannot be 
received in a time period based on the number of times of 
repetition, determining, based on the Schedule frame last 
received, a terminal Station's own time Zone in which 
communication can be performed. 

25. Amediumaccess control System including acontrol 
Station for controlling access to a network and a plurality of 
terminal Stations for accessing the network under the control 
of the control Station, in which network acceSS is controlled 
by using a time division technique, 

the control Station comprising: 
a Schedule generating Section for generating, for a 

plurality of communications performed in the net 
work, a transmission Schedule allocating a time Zone 
uSable for each of the communications, and 

a frame transmitting Section for collecting the trans 
mission Schedules generated by the Schedule gener 
ating Section into one Schedule frame, transmitting 
the schedule frame to the plurality of the terminal 
Stations, and transmitting data frames in a time Zone 
which is allocated to the control Station, and 
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each of the plurality of the terminal Stations comprising: 
a frame receiving Section for receiving the Schedule 

frame transmitted by the control Station; 
a Schedule processing Section for determining, based on 

the Schedule frame received by the frame receiving 
Section, a transmission terminal's own time Zone in 
which communication can be performed; and 

a communication control Section for performing the 
communication in the time Zone determined by the 
Schedule processing Section. 

26. A control Station for controlling access by a plurality 
of terminal Stations to a network by using a time division 
technique, comprising: 

a Schedule generating Section for generating, for a plu 
rality of communications performed in the network, a 
transmission Schedule allocating a time Zone usable for 
each of the communications, and 

a frame transmitting Section for collecting the transmis 
Sion Schedules generated by the Schedule generating 
Section into one Schedule frame, transmitting the Sched 
ule frame to the plurality of the terminal Stations, and 
transmitting data frames in a time Zone which is 
allocated to the control Station. 

27. A terminal Station for access to a network under the 
control of a control Station; comprising: 

a frame receiving Section for receiving a Schedule frame 
transmitted by the control Station, the Schedule frame 
being formed by collecting transmission Schedules for 
a plurality of communications performed in the net 
work; and 

a Schedule processing Section for determining, based on 
the Schedule frame received by the frame receiving 
Section, a terminal Station's own time Zone in which 
communication can be performed; and 

a communication control Section for performing the com 
munication in the time Zone determined by the Schedule 
processing Section. 

28. In a communication network System including a 
control Station for controlling access to a network and a 
plurality of terminal Stations for accessing the network under 
the control of the control Station, a program for executing a 
medium access control method for controlling network 
access by using a time division technique, 

the program for causing the control Station to perform 
Steps comprising: 
a step of generating, for a plurality of communications 

performed in the network, a transmission Schedule 
allocating a time Zone usable for each of the com 
munications, 

a step of generating one Schedule frame by collecting 
the generated transmission Schedules, 

a step of transmitting the generated Schedule frame to 
the plurality of the terminal Stations, and 

a step of performing a communication in a time Zone 
which is allocated to the control Station, and 

the program for causing each of the plurality of the 
terminal Stations to perform Steps comprising: 
a step of receiving the Schedule frame transmitted by 

the control Station; 
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a step of determining, based on the received Schedule 
frame, a transmission terminal's own time Zone in 
which communication can be performed; and 

a step of performing the communication in the deter 
mined time Zone. 

29. In a communication network System including a 
control Station for controlling access to a network and a 
plurality of terminal Stations for accessing the network under 
the control of the control Station, a recording medium having 
Stored therein a program for executing a medium access 
control method for controlling network access by using a 
time division technique, 

the program for causing the control Station to perform 
Steps comprising: 

a step of generating, for a plurality of communications 
performed in the network, a transmission Schedule 
allocating a time Zone usable for each of the com 
munications, 

a step of generating one Schedule frame by collecting 
the generated transmission Schedules, 

a step of transmitting the generated Schedule frame to 
the plurality of the terminal Stations, and 

a step of performing a communication in a time Zone 
which is allocated to the control Station, and 

the program for causing each of the plurality of the 
terminal Stations to perform Steps comprising: 
a step of receiving the Schedule frame transmitted by 

the control Station; 

a step of determining, based on the received Schedule 
frame, a transmission terminal's own time Zone in 
which communication can be performed; and 

a step of performing the communication in the deter 
mined time Zone. 

30. An integrated circuit incorporated in a terminal device 
for use in a medium access control System for network 
acceSS control using a time division technique, the circuit 
comprising: 

a Schedule generating Section for generating, for a plu 
rality of communications performed in the network, a 
transmission Schedule allocating a time Zone usable for 
each of the communications, 

a frame transmitting Section for collecting the transmis 
Sion Schedules by the Schedule generating Section into 
one Schedule frame, and transmitting the Schedule 
frame to another terminal device; 

a frame receiving Section for receiving the Schedule frame 
transmitted by the other terminal device; 

a Schedule processing Section for determining, based on 
the Schedule frame received by the frame receiving 
Section, a transmission terminal's own time Zone in 
which communication can be performed; and 

a communication control Section for performing the com 
munication in the time Zone determined by the Schedule 
processing Section. 


